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ARCHITECTURE OF
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM AT HAZIRA

(V.P.Nema)
SO/SD,HWP-Hazira

The architecture of control system at Hazira is physi-
cally centralized and functionally de-centralized cofigura-
tion. The sub- systems for the functional areas are 1)
Automation system -AS 2) Operation and monitoring system OS
and 3) Communication system CS. The details of these systems
are as follows,

Automation system (AS)

The configuration of AS is such that it can be used as
stand-alone system, with almost all functions of process
control systems, or in a network coupled to further partici-
pants via CS bus system. To meet the large demand of loops
(9 2000 Nos) the AS at Hazira is used as a bus coupled
participant.

Each AS has 2 basic units operating in redundancy fl-
out of-2 technique). Each basic unit consists of power
supply module, CPU, memory module, synchronization module,
comparator module, switchover module, and interface module
for local bus. The remaining part in the basic unit is used
to accommodate I/O modules. I/O modules are the interface
between process and AS basic unit. The max I/O handling
capacity of AS selected at Hazira is 35 modules. The AS
consist of a basic unit and 2 extension units for housing
I/O modules as shown in fig. (2). These units or racks are
housed in a cabinet having dust protection class IP54. This
is achieved by heat exchanger unit provided at the back of
the cabinet. This heat exchanger unit removes heat generated
inside by counter current air-air flow.

The CPU has a processing width of 16 bits (2x8 bits)
with a basic processing cycle of 500 m.s. It processes all
inputs for desired mathematical functions to generate proc-
ess alarms, out put for control valve etc. and does all self
check functions periodically. Six process alarms are freely
configurable with each parameter. The CPU perform functions
based on firm-ware and soft-ware stored in memory modules.

The memory modules consist of EPROM/RAM module and
back-upmodule for static RAM. The EPROM contains the "firm
ware", which always belongs to the sub system, in the form
of basic programs and function blocks. For more than 100 i
standardized blocks are available for data-acquisition, I
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lone loop control and other automation functions. The RAM
nart of memory stores "user program". The user program is
the configuraton of basic function blocks contained in EPROM
V; nding o n process requirement. Configuring means calling
th« function block, as many times as necessary and then
assigning the respective linking instruction and parameters.
Th« cofiguration is possible before the AS is started-up as
w«ll «B during operation. The RAM capacity is 64 K- byte out
of which 44 K-bytes are available for the user. The back-up
•odule for static RAM is a lithium battery which gives back-

supply to CMOS-RAM and thus retention of the memory
contents in the event of power failure.

Xhe other modules in the basic unit are comparator
•odule, synchronization module and change over module.
These nodules facilitate unrestricted and fully symmetrical
operation of the double system. The comparator unit which
consists of two modules, is the only central singular unit
of the double system, guarantees that a malfunction or a
failure cannot affect both sub-systems. In the event of
failure of this central unit the master sub-system functions
in simplex operation mode, maintaining its full range of
functions. The change over (switching) module are responsi-
ble for the connection of the I/O bus and for branching the
process input data tc the subsystems. These modules are
,?-r»anently monitored for feult-free operation by cyclic
change over of the master function (once in 6 hrs). The
synchronization modules are responsible for synchronous
operation, i.e. clock synchronization, synchronization of
read/write and interrupt requests.

The I/O modules used in our system are plain modules
used as interface between process (conditioned signals) and
CPU. The signal conditioning (conversion) from different
forms of signal to 4-20 mA signal is done by isolator cards,
which are primarily the interface between safe and unsafe
zone to prevent any hazard in unsafe zone. All I&C alarms
(instrumentation and control) are generated by these I/O
modules. The I&C alarms comprises of sensor, transmitter,
driver, switchgear, power supply unit, cable and the module
itself.

Operation and Monitoring system(OS)

Syetea configuration

The operation and monitoring system(OS) has no direct
coupling with the process. Therefore in order to gain the
necessary information they are coupled with the AS.

The OS is based on a minicomputer, with a RAM of 2 M-
byte a Winchester of 33 M-byte and a magnetic tape cassete
dtive for up to 60 M-byte. Two operation channels can be
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connected to one OS for monitoring and operation. Each
channel has one process terminal, operation unit(light pen,
alphanumeric key board), process operation key board, colour
graphic printer selector with a high-resolution 51-cm colour
Monitor. The system supports printer to print operator's
coaaand and alarm messages. He have one printer per plant
for this purpose. The peripheral configuration is shown in
fig (3)• The system has no redundancy. We have achieved it
by operating two units in parallel,we have two OS per plant
with two monitors each. In event of failure of one the other
is available for plant operation.

The OS is a pure main memory system. Program and data
both are located in the main memory. Only curve file is
stored on Winchester disk.

Operational Features

The OS program package also supports the following
function apart from operation and monitoring of process.

- Central time synchronization - System (I&C) messages.

- Central signal acknowledgement (of process faults)

- Central logging.

- Foreign language editor.(The system version is in German
language. This editor translates and displays in English
language)

- System startup and restart.

- display selection.

- Inhibiting and enabling of plant area.
The plant operation and monitoring is done by four types of
displays These are standardized display, user's display
(graphic), message display and the curve display.

The allotment of screen having 34 lines x 80 columns
with 8 x 12 pic-cell per character is as follows:-

- First line is the message line.

- Line 2 to 5 are for over view display. The total plant is
divided into 12 areas. These area names are the selection
keys for their detailed display. There are 5 characters
assosiated with each area name to display the presence of
any alarm in that area.

-Line 6 to 29 is the working field. This field is used to
call the desired detailed display.
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- ' Line 30 to 32 is used for key menu. These keys are used
for operation through light pen.

Line 33 is reserved for system message from the process
terminal.

- The last line No. 34 is reserved for virtual key (used for
adjustments of brightner, contrast etc.).

Standardised display:-

These displays provides detailed information of the
loops in 4 levels.

1) Overview display:- Which is always present on the screen
between line 2 to 5.

2) Area display :- Selected from over view display, shows
details of the area in max 24 groups with respective alarms.

3) Group display:- A group (of max 8 loops) is selected from
the area display it gives to see the details of these loops
and opportunity to operate.

4) Loop display:- The loop display can be selected from the
group display or directly from the area display. It outputs
all variables important for operator-process communication
and additional information for the elimination of the
faults.

User's display (graphic)

These are freely configurable display to present data
in a desired static display with opportunity to operate.
The system outputs the current process data in dynamic form.
The dynamic information can be displayed numerically, in bar
form updated every 2 second.

One display can be as large as 4 times the screen size.
The current screen section can be rolled over this large
display. Limit violation and discrete process status, such
as ON/OFF of a machine can displayed by colour change. The
operation of process is same as with the standardized dis-
play.

Message display:-

It records messages occurring during on line operation
in chronological order. The message sequence display is
divided in to 12 areas identical with the plant areas. Each
message area is allocated with a new page, 4 old pages and
an input buffer of 50 messages. Each page can have 20
messages. Thus each area can have upto max 80 acknowledged
and 70 unacknoledged messages.
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Curve display ;-

The system provides display of measured value in the
form of curve, depending on the time. The measured values
can be assigned in any manner to maximum 1000 groups approx-
imately 1500 to 2000 curves (depending on the memory space).
A curve group can have max 6 valves in 6 colours. The ordi-
nate is always labeled from 0 to 100% and time between two
curve points depends on the planned cycle at which the
curves are to be stored.(from 4 second to 90.second). 480 x
186 points per curve are stored.

Depending on the tine the data is passed on the old
pages to be stored in the Winchester. The disk is divided
in to 3 areas of 2 M-byte each. With the present data load
on curve files we can store upto 2 months of data per curve
field the hard disk.
Communication system (CS)

It is the third and main system for communication
between all participants (systems).A common line(bus) makes
exact rules (communication protocols) necessary for data
transfer. Only one participant can transmit data at a time
on the bus, access to the bus can be controlled centrally or
decentrally.

The bus system uses decentralized control. The decen-
tralized procedures, especially the token passing procedure,
offers authorization to transmit (token) to each participant
in a fixed sequence. Thus maximum waiting time can be
guaranteed for each participant in the most unfavorable
case. The priorities can also be assigned among partici-
pants.

Optimum utilization of the high performance of the CS
bus system is only guaranteed with a large number of partic-
ipants if it is ensured that the cyclic bus loading does not
exceed 70% of the bus capacity. Thus 30% are available for
acyclic data transfer (e.g. alarms).

A remote bus connects distributed system at distances
upto 4 Km. further remote buses can be connected by using a
bus coupler. Participants within a local range or a cabinet
group connected by the local bus at distances upto 20m.

Local bus

Four line signals are used in the local range. The
data themselves are transmitted sequentially on the data
line. A second line transmits the clock, a third is used
for synchronization, and the fourth is required to switch
over data transmission between channels A and B of the
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redundant local bus. The wired - OR technique is used with
the local bus. IT can have max 9 participants. It has data
transmission rate 250 K bit/S.(2800 analog valves/sec or
38400 binary valves/sec). It is a standard cable 1 2 x 2 x
0.22 nun2. The data transfer is in the form of 5 V unipolar
signals. The local bus does not give electrical isolation
of participants.

Remote bus

Transmission takes place via coaxial cable over dis-
tances upto 4 Km. The signals are self-synchronizing bipo-
lar square wave pulses. The coupling to the remotebus is
inductive and non reactive.The remote bus can have max 32
converters the data transmission rate is 250 K bit/s. The
signal form is dipolar current signal.

The local and remote buses are connected via bus con-
vertors. A bus converter is required to connect individual
participants or a local bus with several participants to a
remote bus. It performs continuous signal conversion be-
tween the local bus and the remote bus and vice versa with
electrical isolation but without intermediate storage.

Master Transfer control

The "bus protocol" specifies how a participant becomes
master and how their status is transferred within a system.
The protocol for the master transfer function to a partici-
pant are :-

- Time-out-controlled master transfer
- Request-controlled master transfer
- Instruction-controlled master transfer.

Redundancy

There are two buses A and B, routed in different rout-
ings. Different remote bus cable lengths are permissible
between bus A and the redundant bus B. Configuration is
shown in fig (4).

The .bus system is started up on bus A. Besides this,
no preference is given to either bus, the bus system carries
out a cyclic test to see whether a changeover criterion is
satisfied. An automatic changeover is carried out if this
is the case and the bus change over is signalled to all
participants.

The change over criteria are

- An image of the local bus is generated through each bus
line approx every 750ms. If the image of the passive bus
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contains more entries than that of the active bus, the
system switches to the passive bus.

- If the iaage on the two bus lines are the same, but the
master defects a transfer request on the passive bus, a
change over also takes place to passive bus.

- If the current master fails because of a fault, the slave
with the smallest participant address assumes the master
function on the previously passive bus.
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